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HARMONIC METRICS ON HIGGS SHEAVES AND UNIFORMIZATION OF
VARIETIES OF GENERAL TYPE
DANIEL GREB, STEFAN KEBEKUS, THOMAS PETERNELL, AND BEHROUZ TAJI
Abstract. We prove a criterion for the existence of harmonic metrics on Higgs bundles
that are defined on smooth loci of klt varieties. As one application, we resolve the quasi-
e´tale uniformisation problem for minimal varieties of general type to obtain a complete
numerical characterisation of singular quotients of the unit ball by discrete, co-compact
groups of automorphisms that act freely in codimension one. As a further application,
we establish a nonabelian Hodge correspondence on smooth loci of klt varieties.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main result of this paper. e core notion of nonabelian Hodge theory, as pi-
oneered by Corlee, Donaldson, Hitchin, and Simpson, is certainly that of a harmonic
bundle. Most (if not all) important results of this theory depend on existence results for
harmonic metrics in bundles over projective manifolds, which are usually established us-
ing highly non-trivial analytic methods.
In view of the minimal model program, it is clear that these results should be studied
in the more general context of varieties with terminal or canonical singularities or even
for klt (= Kawamata log terminal) varieties. In this context, extending Simpson’s theory
[Sim92] from smooth projective manifolds to minimal models, the paper [GKPT19] es-
tablished a natural equivalence between the category of local systems and the category
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of semistable, locally free Higgs sheaves with vanishing Chern classes on projective vari-
eties with klt singularities
eorem 1.1 ([GKPT19, m. 1.1]). Let X be a projective, klt variety. en, there exists
an equivalence between the category of local systems on X and the category of semistable,
locally free Higgs sheaves with vanishing Chern classes on X . 
However, for geometric applications we also need to understand (flat) locally free
Higgs sheaves on the smooth locus Xreg of a klt variety X which extend to X as reflexive
Higgs sheaf rather than as a locally free Higgs sheaf. anks to the work of Simpson, Jost-
Zuo, Mochizuki and others, there is by now a developed theory of harmonic bundles for
non-compact, quasi-projective manifolds X ◦, establishing the existence of an (essentially
unique) harmonic metric on a given semisimple flat bundle (E,∇E) on X
◦. In particular,
E inherits a holomorphic structure and a Higgs field. In this context, considering a com-
pactification X ofX ◦ by a simple normal crossing divisor, the notion of a tame and purely
imaginary bundle (with respect to the compactification) play a decisive role. In case of
a projective klt variety X with smooth locus X ◦ = Xreg, the situation simplifies to some
extent since X \ X ◦ has codimension at least 2, once one is willing to pay the price that
X is singular. Our point is that the singularities arising from the minimal model program
are mild enough to still obtain a nonabelian Hodge theory on Xreg that can be formulated
in down-to-earth terms. Our main result can be seen as an existence result for harmonic
metrics on bundles that are defined on smooth loci of klt varieties.
eorem 1.2 (= eorem 5.1 on page 14). Let X be a projective klt space of dimension
n ≥ 2 and H ∈ Div(X ) be ample. Let (EXreg , θEXreg ) be an reflexive Higgs sheaf on Xreg
and denote the reflexive extension of EXreg to X by EX . en, the following statements are
equivalent.
(1.2.1) e Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is (poly)stable with respect to H and the Q-Chern
characters satisfy
ĉh1(EX ) · [H ]
n−1
= 0 and ĉh2(EX ) · [H ]
n−2
= 0.
(1.2.2) e sheaf EXreg is locally free, (EXreg , θEXreg ) is induced by a tame, purely imaginary
harmonic bundle whose associated flat bundle is (semi)simple.
Remark 1.3. e symbols ĉh• that appear in eorem 1.2 denote Q-Chern characters,
which exist because klt varieties have quotient singularities in codimension two. We
refer to Section 2.5 and [GKT18, Sect. 1.7] for a discussion, and to [GKPT15, Sect. 3] for a
proper definition.
We illustrate the usefulness of eorem 1.2 with two applications.
1.2. Application: a nonabelian Hodge correspondence for local systems on Xreg.
e first application pertains to the nonabelian Hodge correspondence. As already men-
tioned, eorem 1.1 extends the classic correspondence to projective varieties with klt
singularities, in particular to minimal models of varieties of general type.
As one immediate consequence of eorem 1.2, we find that our singular varieties
exhibit two nonabelian Hodge correspondences, one linking local systems on the singular
spaceX with locally freeHiggs sheaves there, and one linking local systems on the smooth
locus Xreg with Higgs sheaves that may acquire certain singularities along the singular
locus ofX . One of the key features of the theory is that the two correspondences coincide
aer passing to a finite quasi-e´tale coverY → X . We refer to reader to Section 6 for precise
formulations.
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1.3. Application: quasi-e´tale uniformisation. One of the cornerstones in the geo-
metry of manifolds of general type is certainly theMiyaoka-Yau inequality. In its classical
form, it states that (
2(n + 1) · c2(X ) − n · c1(X )
2) · [KX ]n−2 ≥ 0,
provided the canonical bundle KX of the n-dimensional projective manifold X is ample.
In case of equality, it is a consequence of the existence of a Ka¨hler-Einstein metric on X ,
proven by Aubin and Yau, that the universal cover of X is the unit ball in Cn .
Again, in view of the minimal model program it is clear that these results should be
studied in the more general context of varieties with terminal, canonical, or even klt
singularities. In this context, the Miyaoka-Yau inequality has been generalised as follows;
the formulation again uses Q-Chern classes as constructed in [GKPT15, Sect. 3].
eorem 1.4 (Q-Miyaoka-Yau inequality, [GKPT15, m. 1.1] or [GKT18, m. 1.5]). Let
X be an n-dimensional, projective, klt variety whose canonical class is big and nef. en,(
2(n + 1) · ĉ2(TX ) − n · ĉ1(TX )
2) · [KX ]n−2 ≥ 0. 
e reader is encouraged to also have a look at [GT16], where related inequalities for
pairs are discussed.
Our new quasi-e´tale uniformisation result for varieties of general type may then be
formulated as follows.
eorem 1.5 (asi-e´tale uniformisation by the unit ball). Let X be an n-dimensional,
projective, klt variety whose canonical class is big and nef. If equality holds in the Q-
Miyaoka-Yau inequality, i.e.,
(1.5.1)
(
2(n + 1) · ĉ2(TX ) − n · ĉ1(TX )
2) · [KX ]n−2 = 0,
then the canonical model of X admits a quasi-e´tale1, Galois cover Y → Xcan by a projective
manifold Y whose universal cover is the unit ball.
Corollary 1.6 (Chern class equality forces quotient singularities). In the seing of eo-
rem 1.4, equality in the Q-Miyaoka-Yau Inequality implies that Xcan has at worst quotient
singularities. 
Remark 1.7. eorem 1.5 was shown by the authors in [GKPT15] under the additional as-
sumption that the variety X be non-singular in codimension two; this technical condition
allows us to use a significantly simpler argument.
e canonical models that appear in eorem 1.5 are themselves quotients of the unit
ball. e following characterisation is a minor generalisation of [GKPT15, m. 1.3]; the
proof given in [GKPT15, Sect. 9.1] applies nearly verbatim and is therefore omied.
eorem 1.8 (Characterisation of singular ball quotients). Let X be a normal, irreducible,
compact, complex space of dimension n. en, the following statements are equivalent.
(1.8.1) e space X is of the form Bn/Γ̂ for a discrete, co-compact subgroup Γ̂ < AutO (B
n)
whose action on Bn is fixed-point free in codimension one.
(1.8.2) e space X is of the form Y/G , where Y is a smooth ball quotient, andG is a finite
group of automorphisms of Y whose action is fixed-point free in codimension one.
(1.8.3) e space X is projective and klt, the canonical divisor KX is ample, and we have
equality in (1.5.1). 
e reader is referred to [GKPT15, Sect. 10] for a discussion of the expectations re-
garding quotients of the ball by properly discontinous group actions having fixed points
in codimension one.
1See [GKPT15, Def. 2.11] for the definition of ”quasi-e´tale”.
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1.4. Structure of the paper. Section 2 gathers notation, known results and global con-
ventions that will be used throughout the paper.
Part I. Part I of this paper begins in Section 3 with a review of Mochizuki’s theory of
tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundles on quasi-projective varieties and discusses
them in the particular seing where the quasi-projective variety is the smooth locus of a
klt variety. Section 4 briefly reviews the somewhat delicate notion of a Higgs sheaf on a
singular space, and discusses stability of Higgs bundles that are defined on the the smooth
locus of a klt variety only. e core of Part I is, however, Section 5 where the the central
existence result for harmonic structures is shown.
Part II. Part II of this paper concerns applications. Section 6 shows in brief how existence
of harmonic structures leads to nonabelian Hodge correspondences pertaining to local
systems on the smooth locus of a klt space. Section 7 proves our main result on quasi-
e´tale uniformisation, eorem 1.5. Section 8 studies singular ball quotients, asking what
positivity one might expect in Ω
[1]
X
, and what hyperbolicity properties might hold in the
underlying spaces.
1.5. Acknowledgements. Wewould like to thank numerous colleagues for discussions,
including Daniel Barlet, Oliver Bra¨unling, Philippe Eyssidieux, Jochen Heinloth, An-
dreas Ho¨ring, Annee Huber, Shane Kelly, Jong-Hae Keum, Adrian Langer and Jo¨rg
Schu¨rmann. We also thank the anonymous referee for helpful suggestions for improve-
ment.
2. Notation and elementary facts
2.1. Global conventions. roughout the present paper, all varieties and schemes will
be defined over the complex numbers. We follow the notation used in the standard ref-
erence books [Har77, KM98], with the exception that klt pairs are assumed to have an
effective boundary divisor, see Section 2.5 below.
A morphism of vector bundles is always assumed to have constant rank. Notation
introduced in our previous papers, [GKPT15, GKPT19], will briefly be recalled before it
is used.
roughout the paper, we will freely switch between the algebraic and analytic context
if no confusion is likely to arise; sheaves on quasi-projective varieties will always be
algebraic.
2.2. Nef sheaves. While positivity notions for vector bundles are well-established in the
literature, we will need these notions also for coherent sheaves.
Definition 2.1 (Nef and ample sheaves, [Anc82]). Let X be a normal, projective variety
and let S , 0 be a non-trivial coherent sheaf on X , not necessarily locally free. We call S
ample (resp. nef) if the locally free sheaf OP(S )(1) ∈ Pic(P(S )) is ample (resp. nef).
We refer the reader to [Gro61] for the definition of P(S ), and to [Anc82, Sect. 2 and
m. 2.9] for a more detailed discussion of amplitude and for further references. We
mention a few elementary facts without proof.
Fact 2.2 (Nef and ample sheaves). Let X be a normal, projective variety.
(2.2.1) Ample sheaves on X are nef.
(2.2.2) A direct sum of sheaves on X if nef iff every summand is nef.
(2.2.3) Pull-backs and quotients of nef sheaves are nef.
(2.2.4) A sheaf E is nef on X if and only if for every smooth curve C and every morphism
γ : C → X , the pull-back γ ∗E is nef. 
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2.3. Connections on complex vector bundles. Connections on complex vector
bundles play a prominent role in this paper. We recall two elementary facts that will
become relevant later.
Fact 2.3 (Extension of bundles with connection). Let M be a C∞-manifold and M◦ ⊆ M
an open subset. Write π̂1 for the profinite completion of the fundamental group, and let
ρ̂ : π̂1(M
◦) → π̂1(M) be the natural morphism induced by the inclusion. If ρ̂ is isomorphic,
then any flat, complex bundle (E◦,∇E◦ ) onM
◦ admits an extension to a flat, complex bundle
(E,∇E) onM . e extension is unique up to canonical isomorphism. 
Ifγ : X → Y is a ramified Galois cover of complex manifolds, if E is a smooth, complex
bundle over Y and h a smooth, Galois-invariant Hermitian metric on γ ∗E, it is generally
not true that h comes from a smooth metric on Y . In contrast, the following result asserts
that flat connections in γ ∗E do indeed descend once they are invariant. is is probably
known to experts. We include a full proof for lack of an adequate reference.
Proposition 2.4 (Descent of G-invariant, flat connections). Let γ : X → Y be a Galois
cover of complex manifolds, with Galois group G . Let EY be a smooth, complex bundle over
Y and let ∇X be a flat, G-invariant connection on EX := γ
∗EY . en, there exists a flat
connection ∇Y on EY such that ∇X = γ
∗∇Y .
Proof. Decompose ∇X according to type, ∇X := ∇
0,1
X
+ ∇1,0
X
. Flatness of ∇X allows us to
define a G-invariant holomorphic structure on EX using the differential operator ∂¯EX :=
∇0,1
X
. Denote the locally free sheaf of holomorphic sections by EX . e operator ∇
1,0
X
will
then define a G-invariant, holomorphic connection
(2.4.1) DX : EX → EX ⊗ Ω
1
X .
We claim that the holomorphic structure ∂¯EX is the pull-back of a holomorphic struc-
ture ∂¯EY that exists on EY . is follows from [KKV89, Prop. 4.2] or [HL10, m. 4.2.15],
using the observation that if x ∈ X is any point, then the action of the stabiliser subgroup
Gx ⊂ G on the fibres (EX )x is trivial by construction. As before, write EY for the locally
free sheaf of holomorphic sections.
To conclude, we need to show that that DX is the pull-back of a holomorphic connec-
tion DY on EY ; the desired connection on EY can then be defined as ∇Y := DY + ∂¯EY .
Since DX is G-invariant, and hence a morphism of G-sheaves, we may apply the functor
γ∗( · )
G to (2.4.1) to obtain a sheaf morphism on Y as follows,
(2.4.2) γ∗(DX )
G : γ∗(EX )
G → γ∗(EX ⊗ Ω
1
X )
G .
Both sides of (2.4.2) have elementary descriptions in terms of known objects on Y ,
γ∗(EX )
G
 EY Construction
γ∗(EX ⊗ Ω
1
X )
G
 EY ⊗ γ∗(Ω
1
X )
G Equivar. projection formula, [GT17, Lem. 4.9]
 EY ⊗ Ω
1
Y [Bri98, m. 1]
With these isomorphisms in place, the map (2.4.2) is identified with a sheaf morphism
DY : EY → EY ⊗ Ω
1
Y .
Elementary computations show that DY is indeed a holomorphic connection, and that its
pull-back to X equals DX . 
2.4. Higgs sheaves. Let X be a normal variety or normal complex space. Following the
notation introduced in [GKPT15, Def. 5.1], a Higgs sheaf is a pair (E , θ ) of a coherent
sheaf E of OX -modules, together with an OX -linear sheaf morphism θ : E → E ⊗ Ω
[1]
X
,
called Higgs field, such that the induced morphism E → E ⊗ Ω
[2]
X
vanishes. We refer
the reader to [GKPT15, Sect. 5] for related notions, including the definition of a Higgs
G-sheaf, and slope stability of Higgs sheaves with respect to nef divisor classes.
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2.4.1. Categories used in the nonabelian Hodge correspondence. If X is a projective normal
variety, we oen consider locally free Higgs sheaves (E , θ ) on X having the property that
there exists an ample divisor H ∈ Div(X ) such that
• the Higgs sheaf (E , θ ) is semistable with respect to H , and
• the Chern characters of E satisfy ch1(E ) · [H ]
n−1
= ch2(E ) · [H ]
n−2
= 0.
ese sheaves form a category, which plays a central role in the nonabelian Hodge cor-
respondence for klt spaces, [GKPT19, Sect. 3.1]. We denote this category by HiggsX .
2.5. KLT spaces and Q-Chern classes. A klt pair (X ,∆) consists of a normal variety X
and a Weil Q-divisor ∆ =
∑
i aiDi with ai ∈ Q ∩ (0, 1) such that KX + ∆ is Q-Cartier and
such that discrep(X ,∆) > −1, where the discrepancy discrep(X ,∆) is defined in [KM98,
Def. 2.28] using [KM98, Def. 2.25]. In contrast to [KM98, Def. 2.34] we do not allow non-
effective boundary divisors ∆.
Definition 2.5. A normal, quasi-projective variety X is called klt space if there exists an
effective Q-divisor ∆ that makes the pair (X ,∆) klt.
Remark 2.6. Anklt spaceX is normal, hence non-singular in codimension one. Beer still,
recall from [GKPT15, Sect. 3.7] that klt spaces have quotient singularities in codimension
two. If EX is any coherent reflexive sheaf on X , this allows us to define Q-Chern classes
ĉ1(EX ) and ĉ1(EX ), as well as Q-Chern characters
ĉh1(EX ) = ĉ1(EX ) and ĉh2(EX ) :=
1
2
(̂
c1(EX )
2 − 2 · ĉ2(EX )
)
.
Part I. Existence of harmonic bundle structures
3. Harmonic bundles
Harmonic bundles are key tools in nonabelian Hodge theory that provide the link
between flat structures and Higgs fields. We briefly recall the definition, explain relevant
properties, and recall the notion of “tameness” that is used to establish a good theory in
non-compact, compactifiable situations. Finally, we prove a boundedness result for Higgs
bundles admiing a tame and purely imaginary harmonic structure.
Fact and Definition 3.1 (Harmonic bundle, cf. [Sab13, Sect. 1]). Let M be a complex
manifold. Consider a tuple E = (E, ∂¯, θ ,h) comprised of the following data.
• A holomorphic vector bundle (E, ∂¯) and a Hermitian metric h on E.
• A Higgs field θ : E → E ⊗ Ω1X , where E = ker ∂¯ is the sheaf of holomorphic sections.
By minor abuse of notation, we will also write θ for the induced A 0-linear morphism θ :
A 0(E) → A 1,0(E). Let θh : A 0(E) → A 0,1(E) be the adjoint2 of θ with respect to the
metric h, and let ∂ be the (1, 0)-part of the unique Chern-connection compatible with both
the metric h and the complex structure ∂¯. en,
(3.1.1) ∇E := ∂ + ∂¯ + θ + θ
h
,
is a connection. e tuple E is called a harmonic bundle if ∇E is flat.
Notation 3.2 (Flat bundles and local systems associated with harmonic bundles). Given a
harmonic bundle E = (E, ∂¯, θ ,h) as in Fact and Definition 3.1, we denote the associated
flat bundle by (E,∇E) and write E ∈ LSysM for the local system.
Notation 3.3 (Sheaves admiing a harmonic bundle structure). LetM be a complex man-
ifold.
2In local coordinates, if θ =
∑
k θk dzk , then θ
h
=
∑
k θ
∗
k
dz¯k , where θ
∗
k
is the adjoint of θk with respect
to the metric h.
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• Given a locally free sheaf E on M with associated holomorphic bundle (E, ∂¯), we
say that E admits a harmonic bundle structure if there exists a harmonic bundle of
the form (E, ∂¯, θ ,h).
• Given a locally free Higgs sheaf (E , θ ) on M with associated holomorphic bundle
(E, ∂¯), we say that (E , θ ) admits a harmonic bundle structure if there exists a har-
monic bundle of the form (E, ∂¯, θ ,h).
• We say that a flat bundle (E,∇) admits a harmonic bundle structure if there exists a
harmonic bundle E = (E, ∂¯, θ ,h) such that ∇ = ∇E.
If X is a smooth, quasi-projective manifold and E a locally free sheaf on X , we say that
E admits a harmonic bundle structure if its analytification E an on the complex manifold
X an admits a harmonic bundle structure. Analogously for algebraic Higgs bundles (E , θ )
on X .
Remark 3.4. In the setup of Notation 3.3, let N be a complex submanifold of M . Assume
that (E , θ ) admits a harmonic bundle structure. en, an easy local computation shows
that the locally free Higgs sheaf (E , θ )|N admits a harmonic bundle structure given by
restriction.
3.1. Tame and purely imaginary bundles. In order to study Higgs bundles on quasi-
projective, non-projective varieties, we consider “tame” harmonic bundles. ese are
harmonic bundles on the complement of a divisor whose growth near the divisor is suf-
ficiently controlled.
3.1.1. Basic definitions. e following is not Simpson’s original definition of “tameness”,
but is equivalent to it.
Definition 3.5 (Tame harmonic bundle, [Moc07b, Sect. 22.1 and Lem. 22.1]). Let M be
a complex manifold, let D ⊂ M be a divisor with simple normal crossings, and let E =
(E, ∂¯, θ ,h) be a harmonic bundle on M \ D. e harmonic bundle E is called tame with
respect to (M ,D) if there exists a locally free sheaf EM onM , a sheaf morphism
θM : EM → EM ⊗ Ω
1
M (logD)
and an isomorphism EM |M\D  E that identifies θM |M\D with θ . We call (EM , θM ) an
extension of (E , θ ).
Fact and Definition 3.6 (Purely imaginary bundles, [Moc07b, Lem. 22.2]). In the setup
of Definition 3.5, assume that (E, ∂¯, θ ,h) is tame, and let (EM , θM ) be an extension of (E , θ ).
If Di ⊂ D is any component and x ∈ Di is any point, consider the residue and its restriction
to x ,
resDi θM ∈ End
(
EM |Di
)
and (resDi θM )|x ∈ End
(
EM |x
)
.
en, then the set of eigenvalues of (resDi θM )|x is independent of the choice of (EM , θM ).
e harmonic bundle (E, ∂¯E, θ ,h) is called purely imaginary with respect to (M ,D) if all
eigenvalues of the residues of θM along the irreducible components ofD are purely imaginary
for one (equivalently any) extension (EM , θM ) of (E , θ ). 
It is important to notice that the notion of tame purely imaginary bundles does not
depend on the compactification.
Fact and Definition 3.7 (Tame and purely imaginary bundles on quasi-projective vari-
eties, [Moc07b, Lem. 25.29] and [Moc07a, Cor. 8.7]). Let X be a smooth, quasi-projective
variety and let E := (E, ∂¯, θ ,h) be a harmonic bundle on X an . Let X 1 and X 2 be two smooth,
projective compactifications of X such that D• := X • \ X are snc divisors. en, E is tame
and purely imaginary with respect to (X 1,D1) if and only if E is tame and purely imaginary
with respect to (X 2,D2). We can therefore speak about tame and purely imaginary harmonic
bundles on X an . 
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Remark 3.8 (Automatic algebraicity I). In the setup of Fact and Definition 3.7, seing
as usual E := ker ∂¯, we may apply Serre’s GAGA to the extension of E to a smooth
projective simple normal crossings compactification of X (as in Definition 3.5) to see that
the holomorphic Higgs sheaf (E , θ ) on X an can be endowed with an algebraic structure.
Remark and Notation 3.9 (Uniqueness of the algebraic structure). We will oen consider
the setup of Fact and Definition 3.7 in a situation where the smooth varietyX is a big open
subset of a normal projective variety X . If E is any locally free sheaf on X an that admits
a tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure. en, E can be endowed with
an algebraic structure and hence has a coherent extension to X
an
. By [Ser66, m. 1], the
analytic sheaf E will then have a unique reflexive extension to X an . It then follows from
GAGA that the induced algebraic structure on E is unique up to isomorphism; the same
holds for the Higgs field as well.
In this situation, we simply say that E and (E , θ ) are algebraic, and freely switch
between the analytic and the algebraic category if no confusion seems likely.
Remark 3.10. Flat sheaves admiing a tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle struc-
ture are necessarily semisimple, see [Moc07b, Prop. 22.15].
Notation 3.11 (Bundles admiing tame, purely imaginary harmonic structures). If X is a
smooth, quasi-projective variety, write
TPI-locFreeX
for the family of (algebraic) isomorphism classes of locally free (algebraic) sheaves on X
that admit a tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure. Write
TPI-HiggsX
for the family of algebraic isomorphism classes of locally free Higgs sheaves on X that
admit a tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure. Abusing notation, we write
(E , θ ) ∈ TPI-HiggsX to indicate that a given Higgs sheaf (E , θ ) on X is locally free and
admits a tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure E. If (E , θ ) ∈ TPI-HiggsX
and if X is a big open subset of a normal projective variety X , we also say that (E , θ ) is
induced by E.
Lemma 3.12 (Flat subsheaves in tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundles). LetX be
a smooth, quasi-projective variety and let E = (E, ∂¯E, θ ,h) be a tame and purely imaginary
harmonic bundle onX an with induced flat connection ∇E. If F ⊆ E is any complex subbundle
that is invariant with respect to ∇E, then ∂¯ restricts to equip F with the structure of a Higgs-
invariant, holomorphic subbundle of (E, ∂¯).
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where F with its induced flat structure is irreducible.
But there, the description of the tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundleE in [Moc06,
Lem. A.13] immediately implies that the metric complement F⊥ of F is likewise invariant
with respect to∇E. e claim then follows from the description of the operators ∂¯ and θ in
terms of ∇E and h, cf. [Sim92, p. 13]. In detail, decompose the connection ∇E : A
0(E) →
A 1(E) according to type, ∇E = ∇
1,0
E
+ ∇0,1
E
, and observe that both F and F⊥ are invariant
with respect to each operator ∇•,•
E
. Let δ 1,0 and δ 0,1 be the unique operators of type (1, 0)
and (0, 1) such that ∇1,0
E
+ δ 0,1 and ∇0,1
E
+ δ 1,0 are metric connections for the Hermitian
metric h. Spelled out3, this means that for all σ and τ in A 0(E), we have an equality in
3By standard abuse of notation, the pairings h(•, •) that appear in the right hand side of (3.12.1) refer to the
natural extensions of the Hermitian metric h : A 0(E)×A 0(E) → A 0 to sesquilinear pairings between sheaves
of forms with values in E , that is, h : A p (E) ×A q (E) → A p+q .
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A 1,
(3.12.1)
dh(σ , τ ) = h
(
∇1,0
E
σ + δ 0,1σ , τ
)
+ h
(
σ , ∇1,0
E
τ + δ 0,1τ
)
= h
(
∇1,0
E
σ , τ
)
+ h
(
σ , δ 0,1τ
)
︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
type (1, 0)
+h
(
δ 0,1σ , τ
)
+ h
(
σ , ∇1,0
E
τ
)
;︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
type (0, 1)
analogous equations hold for ∇0,1
E
+ δ 1,0. Next, recall from [Sim92, p. 13] that
∂¯ =
1
2
·
(
∇0,1
E
+ δ 0,1
)
and θ =
1
2
·
(
∇1,0
E
− δ 1,0
)
.
To show that F is invariant with respect to ∂¯, or equivalently that F is a holomorphic
subbundle of (E, ∂¯), it will therefore suffice to show that F is invariant with respect to
δ 0,1. In plain words, we need to show that given any section σ ∈ A 0(F ), then δ 0,1(σ ) ∈
A 0,1(F ). Equivalently, we need to show that given any tuple of sections, σ ∈ A 0(F ) and
τ ∈ A 0(F⊥), then h(δ 0,1(σ ), τ ) = 0 in A 0,1. is, however, follows by looking at the
(0, 1)-part of Equation (3.12.1),
0 = (0, 1)-part of dh(σ , τ ) = h
(
δ 0,1σ , τ
)
+ h
(
σ , ∇1,0
E
τ
)
︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0 since F⊥ is invariant under ∇E
.
Looking at ∇0,1
E
+ δ 1,0 instead of ∇1,0
E
+ δ 0,1, we see that F is also invariant with respect
to the operator δ 1,0 and hence with respect to θ . e holomorphic subbundle F of (E, ∂¯E)
is therefore Higgs-invariant, as claimed. 
3.1.2. Existence and uniqueness. If X is smooth and quasi-projective, then a result of Jost-
Zuo [JZ97] implies that every semisimple flat bundle on X admits a tame and purely
imaginary metric, which is essentially unique4. We summarise the results relevant for us
in the following theorem, see [Moc06, Lem. A.13] and further references given there.
eorem 3.13 (Existence and uniqueness of harmonic structures). Let X be a smooth
quasi-projective variety. en, every semisimple flat vector bundle (E,∇E) on X admits a
tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure E = (E, ∂¯, θ ,h). emetrich is unique up
to flat automorphisms ofE, and, as a consequence, the operators in the induced decomposition
(3.1.1) are independent of the choice of such h. 
e following consequences will be used later.
Corollary 3.14 (Higgs bundles determined by induced connection). Let X be a smooth,
quasi-projective variety and let E := (E, ∂¯E, θE ,hE ) and F := (F , ∂¯F , θF ,hF ) be two tame,
purely imaginary harmonic bundles on X (an), with associated locally free sheaves E and F .
Assume that the flat bundles (E,∇E) and (F ,∇F) are isomorphic. en, also the corresponding
holomorphic Higgs bundles are holomorphically isomorphic, (E , θE )  (F , θF ).
Proof. By assumption, there exists a smooth isomorphism Φ : E → F such that
Φ
∗∇F = ∇E. e pull-back Φ
∗F = (E,Φ∗∂¯F ,Φ
∗θF ,Φ
∗hF ) will thus equip E with a second
tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure, whose associated flat connection∇Φ∗F
equals ∇E. But then it follows fromeorem 3.13 that the differential operators in the two
harmonic bundle structures agree: ∂¯E = Φ
∗ ∂¯F and θE = Φ
∗θF . In other words, Φ is holo-
morphic and induces an holomorphic isomorphism of Higgs bundles. 
Remark 3.15 (Automatic algebraicity II). In the seing of Corollary 3.14, recall from Re-
mark 3.8 that the Higgs sheaves (E , θE ) and (F , θF ) are in fact algebraic. If X is iso-
morphic to a big open subset in a normal variety, then the holomorphic isomorphism
given in Corollary 3.14 extends to an isomorphism between reflexive closures, and is
therefore likewise algebraic.
4See the argument in [Moc07b, m. 25.28].
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Corollary 3.16 (Extension of harmonic bundles from hyperplanes). Let X be a normal,
projective variety of dimension dimX > 2, and let H ∈ Div(X ) be ample. Ifm ≫ 0 is large
enough and D ∈ |m · H | is general, then D is normal, Dreg = D ∩ Xreg, and the restriction
map TPI-HiggsXreg → TPI-HiggsDreg is surjective.
Proof. Ifm ≫ 0 is large enough, then |m ·H | is basepoint free, we have Dreg = D∩Xreg by
Bertini, and the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem for fundamental groups, [GM88, m. in
Sect. II.1.2] implies that the natural morphism π1(Dreg) → π1(Xreg) is isomorphic. Now,
assuming we are given a (EDreg, θEDreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsDreg , we need to show that there exists
(FXreg , θFXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg such that
(3.16.1) (EDreg, θEDreg )  (FXreg , θFXreg )|Dreg .
To this end, choose a tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle EDreg inducing
(EDreg, θEDreg ), which exists by assumption, and recall from Remark 3.10 that the induced
local system EDreg ∈ LSysDreg is semisimple. en, using the Lefschetz eorem we can
extend EDreg to a semisimple local system FXreg ∈ LSysXreg in a unique manner. By the
Jost-Zuo existence result for harmonic structures, eorem 3.13, there will then exist a
tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle FXreg onXreg that induces FXreg . If (FXreg , θFXreg )
is the associated Higgs bundle on Xreg, Corollary 3.14 together with Remark 3.15 gives
the desired (algebraic) isomorphism (3.16.1). 
3.2. TPI-Harmonic bundles on klt spaces. Let X be a projective klt space. Using the
nonabelian Hodge correspondence for locally free Higgs sheaves on klt spaces, [GKPT19,
m. 3.4], we will show boundedness of the family TPI-HiggsXreg . As a consequence,
we will obtain in Corollary 3.20 a criterion for the existence of harmonic structures: a
given Higgs bundle on Xreg admits a harmonic structure if and only if its restriction to
the smooth locus of a general hypersurface does. e proof uses the existence, for every
klt space X , of a “maximally quasi-e´tale cover”. is is a quasi-e´tale cover γ : Y → X
such that the natural map of e´tale fundamental groups, π̂1(Yreg) → π̂1(Y ), is isomorphic.
e existence of such a cover was established in [GKP16b, m. 1.5].
Proposition 3.17 (Pull-back of Higgs sheaves to maximally quasi-e´tale cover). Let X be
a projective klt space. Let γ : Y → X be a maximally quasi-e´tale cover, write X ◦ := Xreg,
Y ◦ := γ−1(X ◦) and consider the e´tale morphism δ : Y ◦ → X ◦ given as the restriction of γ .
Given (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) ∈ TPI-HiggsX ◦ , there exists (FY , θFY ) ∈ HiggsY and an isomorphism
(3.17.1) (FY , θFY )|Y ◦  δ
∗
(
EX ◦ , θEX ◦
)
.
In particular, if EX denotes the reflexive extension of EX ◦ to X , then γ
[∗]EX  FY is locally
free and all its Chern classes vanish.
Remark and Notation 3.18. In the seing of Proposition 3.17, if γ is Galois with group
G , then (FY , θFY ) carries the structure of a Higgs G-sheaf. Writing (FY ◦ , θFY◦ ) :=
(FY , θFY )|Y ◦ , the invariant push-forward of the G-equivariant Higgs field θFY ◦ ,
(δ∗θFY ◦ )
G :
(
δ∗FY ◦
)G
︸      ︷︷      ︸
E ◦
→
(
δ∗(FY ◦ ⊗ Ω
1
Y ◦)
)G
︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
EX ◦⊗Ω
1
X ◦
since δ is e´tale
,
is immediately identified with the Higgs field θEX ◦ . Abusing notation, we write
(EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) = δ∗(FY ◦ , θFY ◦ )
G in this context.
Proof of Proposition 3.17. Write (FY ◦ , θFY ◦ ) := δ
∗(EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) and choose a tame, purely
imaginary harmonic bundle structure EX ◦ for (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ). Recall from [Moc07b,
Lem. 25.29] that the pullback FY ◦ := δ
∗EX ◦ is a tame and purely imaginary harmonic
bundle structure for (FY ◦ , θFY◦ ). e induced local system FY ◦ is semisimple by [Moc07b,
Prop. 22.15]. e assumption that Y is maximally quasi-e´tale implies that FY ◦ extends
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from Y ◦ to a semisimple local system FY ∈ LSysY that is defined on all of Y , see
[Gro70, m. 1.2b] or [GKP16b, Sect. 8.1]. In particular, the nonabelian Hodge corres-
pondence for klt spaces, [GKPT19, m. 3.4], applies to yield a locally free Higgs sheaf
(FY , θFY ) := ηY (FY ) ∈ HiggsY . More is true: We have seen in [GKPT19, Prop. 3.11]
that (FY , θFY )|Y ◦ admits a tame, purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure F
′
Y ◦ whose
associated local system F′Y ◦ is isomorphic to FY ◦ . Corollary 3.14 thus yields the desired
isomorphism (3.17.1). 
Corollary 3.19 (Boundedness of TPI-Higgs). Let X be a projective klt space. en, the
families TPI-HiggsXreg and TPI-locFreeXreg are bounded, and so is the family
TPI-reflX := iso. classes of reflexive sheaves F on X with F |Xreg ∈ TPI-locFreeXreg .
Proof. Choose a maximally quasi-e´tale cover γ : Y → X , Galois with group G , and use
the same notation X ◦, Y ◦ and δ as in Proposition 3.17. Recall from [GKPT19, Cor. 7.2]
that the family HiggsY is bounded. Standard arguments, which we leave to the reader,
show that the following families are likewise bounded
A1 :=
{
loc. free Higgs G-sheaves on Y whose underlying Higgs sheaf is inHiggsY
}
A2 :=
{
loc. free Higgs sheaves on X ◦ of the form δ∗((FY , θFY )|Y ◦)
G , (FY , θFY ) in A1
}
.
But we have seen in Proposition 3.17 and Remark 3.18 that every locally free Higgs
sheaf in TPI-HiggsXreg appears in A2. is proves boundedness of TPI-HiggsXreg and
TPI-locFreeXreg . Finally, by considering the push-forward from Xreg to X and by using
reflexivity of its members we conclude that TPI-reflX is also bounded. 
e following corollary is now a direct consequence of Remark 3.4, of the bounded-
ness result above, of Corollary 3.16, and of the iterated Bertini-type theorem for bounded
families, [GKPT19, Prop. 7.3]. We emphasise that it contains a criterion for a reflexive
Higgs sheaf to be locally free.
Corollary 3.20 (Restriction criterion for TPI-Higgs). Let X be a projective klt space of
dimension n > 2, let H ∈ Div(X ) be ample, and let (EXreg , θEXreg ) be a reflexive Higgs sheaf
on Xreg. If m ≫ 0 is large enough, then there exists a dense, open B
◦ ⊆ |m · H | such that
every hypersurface D ∈ B◦ is a klt space, satisfies Dreg = D ∩ Xreg, and such that
(EXreg, θEXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg ⇔ (EXreg , θEXreg )|Dreg ∈ TPI-HiggsDreg .
In plain words, the reflexive Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is locally free and admits a tame and
purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure if and only if its restriction to Dreg is locally
free and admits a tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure. 
Proof. e conditions on the singularities of the hypersurface D stated above are met by
a Zariski-open subset of any basepoint free linear system owing to Seidenberg’s theorem
[BS95, m. 1.7.1] and [KM98, Lem. 5.17].
e “⇒” direction is contained in Remark 3.4. For the other direction, let X ◦ be the
big open subset of Xreg consisting of points where EXreg is locally free, and let F
◦ be the
family of locally free Higgs sheaves (FX ◦ , θFX ◦ ) obtained by restricting Higgs sheaves
(FXreg , θFXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg to X
◦. From Corollary 3.19 above we obtain that F◦ is
bounded (as a family of Higgs sheaves). Let m ≫ 0 be large enough and D ∈ |mH | be
general enough for both Corollary 3.16 and [GKPT19, Prop. 7.3] to apply to D (as the
first member of a tuple) with respect to F◦ and (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) := (EXreg, θEXreg )|X ◦ . By as-
sumption, (EXreg, θEXreg )|Dreg ∈ TPI-HiggsDreg , and hence Corollary 3.16 implies that there
exists a locally free Higgs sheaf (FXreg , θFXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg whose restriction to Dreg
is isomorphic to (EXreg, θEXreg )|Dreg . Choosing a smooth, projective curve C ⊂ D ∩ X
◦ as
in [GKPT19, Prop. 7.3], it clearly follows that (FX ◦ , θFX ◦ )|C  (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ )|C , from which
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we infer in a first step using loc. cit. that (FX ◦ , θFX ◦ )  (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) and in a second step
using reflexivity of both FXreg and EXreg that
(EXreg , θEXreg )  (FXreg , θFXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg . 
4. Higgs bundles and Higgs sheaves
Toprepare for the proof of the uniformisation result in the Part II of this paper and to fix
notation, we briefly recall the notion ofQ-varieties in the specific case of surfaces; details
concerning this notion can be found in [GKPT15, Part I]. Section 4.2 discusses stability
notions for Higgs sheaves that are defined only on the smooth locus of a projective klt
space.
4.1. Higgs sheaves on Q-surfaces. For surfaces with quotient singularities, we show
how a HiggsQ-sheaf can be constructed from a Higgs sheaf that is defined on the smooth
locus of the underlying surface; the theory can certainly be developed to cover more
general cases, but we restrict ourselves to the material necessary for the arguments in the
proof of ourmain result. For further material, the reader is referred to [GKPT15, Sect. 5.5],
where the notion of Higgs Q-sheaves is defined in general.
Construction 4.1 (asi-e´tale Q-structure on a surface with quotient singularities). Let S
be a normal, projective surface with only quotient singularities. By [GKPT15, Prop. 3.10],
the surface S can then be equipped with the structure of a quasi-e´tale Q-variety in the
sense of [GKPT15, Defs. 3.1 and 3.2]. Choosing one such structure, say SQ, we are given
a finite set A and for each α ∈ A a smooth, quasi-projective variety Sα and a diagram
(4.1.1) Sα
Galois with groupGα
//
pα , quasi-e´tale
,,Uα
p′α , e´tale
// S,
such that images p(Sα ) cover S , and such that certain compatibility conditions hold; we
refer the reader to [GKPT15, Sect. 3.3] for a further discussion.
Next, recall from Mumford in [Mum83, Sect. 2] or [GKPT15, Sect. 3.4] that SQ admits
a global, Cohen-Macaulay cover. In other words, there exists a finite, Galois morphism
γ : Ŝ → S from a normal (and hence Cohen-Macaulay) surface, with Galois group G :=
Gal(Ŝ/S), and for every α ∈ A a commutative diagram as follows,
Ŝα
qα
Galois with group Hα ⊳G
//
 _
incl. of open

Sα
Galois with groupGα =G/Hα
// Uα
p′α , e´tale

Ŝ
γ , Galois with groupG
// S .
Construction 4.2 (Higgs Q-bundle from Higgs bundle on Sreg). In the setup of Construc-
tion 4.1, assume that Sreg is equipped with a locally free Higgs sheaf (ESreg , θESreg ). We
will denote the reflexive extension of ESreg to S by ES . Slightly generalising [GKPT15,
Constructions 3.8 and 5.15], one constructs a locally free Higgs Q-sheaf (ES , θES )
[Q] on
SQ, given by the collection (ESα , θESα ) of locally free Higgs sheaves on the Sα that can be
obtained by extending the Higgs bundles (pα |p−1α (Sreg))
∗(ESreg, θESreg ) to a Higgs bundle on
Sα using the Riemann Extension eorem.
More precisely, we set S◦α = Sα \ p
−1
α (Ssing). Each E
◦
Sα
:=
(
pα |p−1α (Sreg)
)∗
(E ) extends to a
locally free sheaf ESα on Sα . In addition, as the induced Higgs fields on E
◦
Sα
are sections
of End(E ◦Sα ) ⊗Ω
1
S◦α
, they extend to sections of End(ESα ) ⊗Ω
1
Sα
. We denote these extended
sections by θESα . Now, the pull-backs q
∗
α (ESα , θESα ) are locally free Higgs sheaves on
Ŝα that glue to give a locally free Higgs G-sheaf (EŜ , θEŜ ) on Ŝ . e construction works
without change for sheaves without (or with the trivial) Higgs field.
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Remark 4.3. In Construction 4.2, we have EŜ  γ
[∗]ES and therefore γ∗(EŜ )
G
 ES .
Construction 4.4 (Pull-back out of a Q-structure). In the seing of Construction 4.2, con-
sider a G-equivariant resolution of singularities, π : S˜ → Ŝ . Given an arbitrary Higgs
sheaf (F , τ ) on Ŝ , there is generally no way to define a Higgs field on the pull-back
π ∗F even in cases where F is locally free. In our special seing, however, recall from
[GKPT15, Lem. 5.17] that there exists aG-invariant Higgs field on theG-sheaf ES˜ := π
∗EŜ
that agrees with the pull-back of θE
Ŝ
wherever Ŝ is smooth.
4.2. Stability and polystability. Stability properties of Higgs sheaves on singular, pro-
jective varieties are defined and discussed in detail in [GKPT15, Sect. 5.6]. In the situation
at hand, it makes sense to generalise this to the case where a Higgs sheaf is defined on
the smooth locus only. We recall [GKPT19, Def. 2.19] in our seing.
Definition 4.5 (Stability for Higgs sheaves on the smooth locus). Let X be a normal,
projective variety, let H ∈ Div(X ) be nef and let (EXreg, θEXreg ) be a torsion free Higgs sheaf
on Xreg. We say that (EXreg , θEXreg ) is stable with respect to H if any generically Higgs-
invariant subsheaf FXreg ( EXreg with 0 < rankFXreg < rankEXreg satisfies
c1
(
ι∗FXreg
)
· [H ]
rankFXreg
<
c1
(
ι∗EXreg
)
· [H ]
rankEXreg
,
where ι : Xreg → X is the inclusion. Analogously, we define semistable and polystable.
e stability notion of Definition 4.5 is compatible with the existing notions. e proof
of the following fact is elementary and therefore omied.
Fact 4.6 (Compatibility with existing notions, [GKPT19, Lem. 2.21]). Let X be a normal,
projective variety, let H ∈ Div(X ) be nef, and let (EX , θEX ) be a reflexive Higgs sheaf that is
defined on all of X . en, the following are equivalent.
(4.6.1) e sheaf (EX , θEX ) is stable with respect to H .
(4.6.2) e sheaf (EX , θEX )|Xreg is stable with respect to H .
e analogous statements hold in the semistable and polystable seing. 
e following lemma discusses behaviour of stability when taking tensor products,
and shows polystability for Higgs bundles in TPI-Higgs.
Lemma 4.7 (Polystability in tensor products and TPI-Higgs). LetX be a normal, projective
variety, let H be an ample divisor on X , and let (FXreg , θFXreg ) be a Higgs bundle on Xreg.
Assume that one of the following holds.
(4.7.1) e Higgs bundle (FXreg , θFXreg ) is in TPI-HiggsXreg .
(4.7.2) e Higgs bundle (FXreg , θFXreg ) is a tensor product of two Higgs bundles on Xreg
that are stable with respect to H .
en, (FXreg , θFXreg ) is polystable with respect to H . In particular, if (EXreg , θEXreg ) is a Higgs
bundle on Xreg that is stable with respect to H , then End(EXreg , θEXreg ) is polystable with
respect to H .
Proof. To begin, we remark that (FXreg , θFXreg ) is semistable. In fact, Remark 3.4 and the
restriction theorem for semistable Higgs sheaves on Xreg, [GKPT19, m. 6.1], respect-
ively, allows us to restrict ourselves to the case where X = Xreg is a smooth projective
curve. ere, the result is classically known in either of the two cases.
e proof of polystability proceeds by induction on the dimension on X . If dimX = 1,
then X is a smooth projective curve and the result is classically known in either case. As
for the inductive step, assume that the result was known for all varieties of dimension less
than dimX , and assume that there exists a saturated, Higgs-invariant subsheaf AXreg (
FXreg whose slope equals that of FXreg and that is stable with respect to H . We need
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to show that AXreg is a direct summand. More precisely, we need to find a morphism of
Higgs sheaves, FXreg → AXreg , that is a projection onto AXreg .
Now, if m ≫ 0 is sufficiently large and Y ∈ |m · H | is sufficiently general, then Y is
normal, Yreg = Y ∩ Xreg and the following will hold.
(4.7.3) e subsheaf AXreg |Yreg ( FXreg |Yreg Higgs-invariant and stable. is is the Re-
striction eorem for stable Higgs sheaves on Xreg, [GKPT19, m. 6.1].
(4.7.4) e restriction Hom(FXreg ,AXreg) → Hom(FXreg |Yreg,AXreg |Yreg) is bijective. is
follows from standard arguments, compare [GKPT19, Prop. 7.3 and proof].
Item (4.7.3) together with the induction hypothesis show that there exists a projection
map FXreg |Yreg → AXreg |Yreg respecting Higgs fields. Item (4.7.4) implies that this map
extends to a projection FXreg → AXreg , presenting AXreg as a direct summand of FXreg . A
variant of (4.7.4) that we leave to the reader, using morphisms of Higgs-sheaves instead
of sheaf morphisms, shows that form sufficiently large, the projection FXreg → AXreg is
in fact a morphism of Higgs sheaves, cf. [LP91, Lem. 5] and [Moc06, Lem. 3.4]. 
5. Existence of harmonic structures
e following is the main result in Part I of the present paper. It generalises earlier
results obtained in [MR84, SBW94, LT14, GKP16b].
eorem 5.1 (Existence of harmonic structures). Let X be a projective klt space of dimen-
sion n ≥ 2. Let H ∈ Div(X ) be ample and use H to equip Xreg with a Ka¨hler metric. Let
(EXreg , θEXreg ) be a reflexive Higgs sheaf on Xreg. Denote the reflexive extension of EXreg to X
by EX . en, the following statements are equivalent.
(5.1.1) e Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is (poly)stable with respect to H and the Q-Chern
characters satisfy
ĉh1(EX ) · [H ]
n−1
= 0 and ĉh2(EX ) · [H ]
n−2
= 0.
(5.1.2) e sheaf EXreg is locally free and (EXreg, θEXreg ) is induced by a tame, purely ima-
ginary harmonic bundle whose associated flat bundle is (semi)simple.
5.1. Proof of eorem 5.1. e two implications are proven separately.
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2). Suppose we already know that (EXreg , θEXreg ) admits a
tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure EXreg . en the induced flat bundle
(EXreg ,∇EXreg ) is always semisimple, see Remark 3.10. If (EXreg , θEXreg ) is even stable, then
Lemma 3.12 implies that (EXreg ,∇EXreg ) is simple. It therefore remains to establish a tame,
purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure. e proof is rather long, and therefore
subdivided into six steps.
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2), Step 1: Reduction to stable sheaves on surfaces.
Standard arguments involving the Bogomolov-Gieseker inequality show that it suffices
to consider the stable case only. We refer to [GKP16a, Step 2 in proof of m. 6.2] for
details.
Assumption w.l.o.g. 5.2. e Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is stable with respect to H .
Choosing a sufficiently increasing sequence of numbers 0 ≪ m1 ≪m2 ≪ · · · ≪ mn−2
as well as a sufficiently general tuple of hyperplanes,
(D1, . . . ,Dn−2) ∈ |m1 · H | × · · · × |mn−2 · H |,
the following will hold.
(5.3.1) e intersection S := D1 ∩ · · · ∩ Dn−2 is irreducible and normal. Moreover, S is
a klt space and Sreg = S ∩ Xreg. is is Seidenberg’s theorem [BS95, m. 1.7.1]
and [KM98, Lem. 5.17].
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(5.3.2) e restricted sheaf ES := EX |S is reflexive, hence locally free on Sreg, and sat-
isfies ĉh2(ES ) = 0 as well as ĉ1(EY ) · [H |S ] = 0. is is [HL10, Cor. 1.1.14] and
[GKPT15, m. 3.13].
(5.3.3) e locally free Higgs sheaf (ESreg, θESreg ) := (EXreg , θEXreg )|Sreg is stable with re-
spect to H |S . is is the Restriction eorem [GKPT19, m. 6.1].
(5.3.4) e reflexive Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is locally free and admits a tame and
purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure if and only if the locally free Higgs
sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg )|Sreg admits a tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle
structure. is is Corollary 3.20.
Items (5.3.1)–(5.3.3) imply that the surface S and the Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg )|Sreg re-
produce the assumptions made in eorem 5.1. Item (5.3.4) implies that it suffices to
show that the locally free Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg )|Sreg admits a tame and purely imagin-
ary harmonic bundle structure. Replacing X by S we can (and will) therefore assume the
following.
Assumption w.l.o.g. 5.4. e dimension of X is equal to two.
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2), Step 2: e Q-structure. As we have seen in (5.3.2)
above, assumption 5.4 immediately implies that the reflexive sheaf EXreg is locally free.
In a similar vein, since X is a klt surface, we obtain immediately that X has quotient
singularities. We may therefore equip X with a quasi-e´tale Q-structure and choose a
global Cohen-Macaulay cover with Galois groupG allowing to compute Q-Chern classes
as in [GKPT15, m. 3.13], and a G-equivariant, strong log-resolution of singularities as
follows,
X˜
pi ,G-equivariant, strong
log-resolution of singularities
//
ψ
,,X̂
γ , global Cohen-Macaulay cover
// X .
e locally free Higgs G-bundle on X˜ obtained in Construction 4.4 will be denoted by
(EX˜ , θEX˜ ). e following immediate consequence of Assumption 5.2 will be used later.
Claim 5.5 (Stability and Chern classes of EX˜ ). e Higgs G-bundle (EX˜ , θEX˜ ) is G-stable
with respect to a G-invariant ample divisor H˜ ∈ Div(X˜ ). e Chern classes ci (EX˜ ) ∈
H 2i
(
X˜ , R
)
vanish.
Proof of Claim 5.5. e first claim is proven as in the proof of [GKPT15, Prop. 6.2], us-
ing the locally free Higgs G-sheaf (EX̂ , θEX̂ ) on X̂ obtained in Construction 4.2. For the
second claim, observe that the maximally destabilising subsheaf of the Higgs bundle5
(EX˜ , θEX˜ ) with respect to H˜ is automatically G-invariant. In particular, it follows from
G-stability that (EX˜ , θEX˜ ) is at least semistable with respect to H˜ . Moreover, from (5.3.2),
from [GKPT15, m. 3.13], and from the functorial properties of Chern classes [Ful98,
m. 3.2(d)] we conclude that c1(EX˜ ) · H˜ = ch2(EX˜ ) = 0. Vanishing of the ci hence fol-
lows from the Hodge index theorem and the Bogomolov-Gieseker inequality as in the
first paragraph of [GKP16a, Sect. 6.3].  (Claim 5.5)
For the remainder of the proof, we fix one G-invariant ample divisor H˜ ∈ Div(X˜ ) as
in Claim 5.5 and use this divisor to equip X˜ with a G-invariant Ka¨hler metric ωH˜ . We
denote the holomorphic vector bundle associated with EXreg by (EXreg , ∂¯EXreg ). We use
similar notation also for other bundles, including (EX˜ , ∂¯EX˜ ).
5Here, we view (EX˜ , θEX˜
) as a Higgs-bundle without its structure as a G-sheaf
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Open sets. roughout the proof, we consider the big, open subset X ◦ := Xreg \ γ (X̂sing)
of X . Preimages and restricted morphisms are wrien as
X˜ ◦
pi ◦ , isomorphism
//
ψ ◦ , Galois, with groupG
,,
X̂ ◦
γ ◦, Galois, with groupG
// X ◦.
Write (EX ◦ , θX ◦ ) := (EXreg , θXreg)|X ◦ . We use similar notation also for other open sets and
write (EX˜ ◦ , θEX˜ ◦ ).
Orbifold charts. We also consider orbifold charts, as introduced in Construction 4.1. e
relevant morphisms and their restrictions are summarised in the following diagram,
X˜α
piα , resolution of sings.
//
Πα
++
X̂α
qα , Galois, with group Hα
// Xα
quasi-e´tale // X
X˜ ◦α
pi ◦α , isomorphism //
Π
◦
α , Galois, with group Hα
33
?
OO
X˜ ◦α
q◦α , Galois, with group Hα //
?
OO
X ◦α e´tale
//?

OO
X ◦.
?
OO
Implication (5.1.1)⇒ (5.1.2), Step 3: Simplification. e following claim allows us
to concentrate on the big, open set X ◦ ⊆ Xreg, simplifying notation substantially.
Claim 5.6. To prove eorem 5.1, it suffices to show that the Higgs bundle (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ )
admits a tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundle structure.
Proof of Claim 5.6. Assume that (EX ◦ , ∂¯EX ◦ ) admits a tame and purely imaginary har-
monic bundle structure, say EX ◦ . Since X
◦ is a big subset of Xreg, the natural morphisms
between fundamental groups, π1(X
◦) → π1(Xreg) is isomorphic. Aswe recalled in Fact 2.3,
this implies that the semisimple flat bundle (EX ◦ ,∇EX ◦ ) onX
◦ extends to a semisimple flat
bundle (E ′Xreg ,∇
′) on Xreg. e Jost-Zuo existence result for harmonic structures, eo-
rem 3.13, therefore applies and equips E ′Xreg with the structure of a tame and purely ima-
ginary harmonic bundle E′Xreg with connection ∇E
′
Xreg
= ∇′. Write (E ′Xreg , θ
′
E ′
Xreg
) for the
associated locally free Higgs sheaf. e restriction of E′Xreg to X
◦ is tame and purely ima-
ginary with connection ∇EX ◦ . Corollary 3.14 hence implies
(E ′Xreg , θE
′
Xreg
)|X ◦  (EX ◦ , θEX ◦ ) = (EXreg , θEXreg )|X ◦ .
Since X ◦ is a big subset of Xreg, we conclude that (EXreg , θEXreg ) admits a tame and purely
imaginary harmonic bundle structure.  (Claim 5.6)
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2), Step 4: G-invariant harmonic structure on EX˜ . To
start the core of the argument, we will now show the existence of aG-invariant harmonic
structure on (EX˜ , θEX˜ ).
Claim 5.7. e locally free HiggsG-sheaf (EX˜ , θEX˜ ) admits aG-invariant harmonic bundle
structure EX˜ := (EX˜ , ∂¯EX˜ , θEX˜ ,hEX˜ ).
Proof of Claim 5.7. eG-stability found in Claim 5.5 allows us to apply a classical result
of Simpson, [Sim88, m. 1 on p. 878], which states that that EX˜ carries a G-invariant
Hermitian metric hEX˜ that is Hermitian Yang-Mills with respect to the Ka¨hler metric ωH˜ .
Using the notation of Fact and Definition 3.1, vanishing of Chern classes, Claim 5.5, and
[Sim92, discussion on p. 16f] imply that the connection
∇EX˜ := ∂EX˜ + ∂¯EX˜ + θEX˜ + θ
hE
X˜
EX˜
is in fact flat and hence that (EX˜ , ∂¯EX˜ , θEX˜ ,hEX˜ ) is a harmonic bundle.  (Claim 5.7)
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Claim 5.8. If FX˜ is a G-invariant flat subbundle of EX˜ , then either FX˜ = 0 or FX˜ = EX˜ .
Proof of Claim 5.8. We have seen in Lemma 3.12 that FX˜ is a holomorphic subbundle
of (EX˜ , ∂¯EX˜ ) and yields a Higgs-invariant, locally free subsheaf FX˜ of (EX˜ , θEX˜ ). e
assumption that FX˜ is a G-invariant subbundle of EX˜ guarantees that FX˜ is a Higgs-
invariant G-subsheaf of the Higgs G-sheaf (EX˜ , θEX˜ ). Using that FX˜ is invariant with
respect to the flat connection ∇EX˜ , we obtain that FX˜ is again flat, so that all its Chern
classes vanish. Claim 5.8 thus follows from Claim 5.5 above.  (Claim 5.8)
Claim 5.9. If FX˜ ◦ is a G-invariant flat subbundle of (EX˜ ◦ ,∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ ), then FX˜ ◦ extends to a
G-invariant flat subbundle of EX˜ .
Proof of Claim 5.9. e question is local over the Xα . More precisely, using the notation
introduced in Step 2, it suffices to show that for every index α , the restricted bundle
FX˜ ◦α
:= FX˜ ◦ |X˜ ◦α on X˜
◦
α extends to a subbundle FX˜α ⊆ EX˜α on X˜α that is invariant with
respect to ∇EX˜ . e G-invariance follows then automatically from density of X˜
◦
α ⊆ X˜α .
Recall from Constructions 4.2 and 4.4 that EX˜ ◦α is a pull-back from X
◦
α , say EX˜ ◦α 
(Π◦α )
∗EX ◦α . We claim that both the connection ∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ and the subbundle FX˜ ◦α descend
to X ◦α , too. Indeed, since ∇EX˜ is invariant under G , and hence also invariant under the
Galois group Hα = Gal(Π
◦
α ) ⊆ G , we may apply Proposition 2.4 to show the existence
of a connection ∇EX ◦α
on EX ◦α such that ∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ = (Π
◦
α )
∗∇EX ◦α
. Moreover, it follows from
[GKPT15, Prop. 2.16] applied to the associated locally free sheaves of OX˜ ◦α -modules that
there exists a subbundle FX ◦α ⊆ EX ◦α with FX˜ ◦α = (Π
◦
α )
∗FX ◦α . e subbundle FX ◦α is then
clearly invariant with respect to the connection ∇EX ◦α
.
As X ◦α is a big open subset of the smooth, quasi-projective surface Xα , the natural
morphism of fundamental groups, π1(X
◦
α ) → π1(Xα ), is isomorphic. Fact 2.3 therefore
asserts that the subbundle FX ◦α ⊆ EX ◦α extends from X
◦
α to a ∇EX ◦α
-invariant subbundle
FX ◦α ⊆ EX ◦α that exists on all of Xα . Pulling back, we define the desired extension of FX˜ ◦α
as FX˜α := (Π
◦
α )
∗FX ◦α .  (Claim 5.9)
Combining Claims 5.8 and 5.9, we arrive at the following result.
Consequence 5.10. If FX˜ ◦ is a G-invariant subbundle of EX˜ ◦ that is also invariant with
respect to ∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ , then FX˜ ◦ = 0 or FX˜ ◦ = EX˜ ◦ .  (Consequence 5.10)
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2), Step 5: Harmonic structure on EX ◦ . Eventually, we
would like to show that the metric hEX˜ descends to a smooth Hermitian metric on EX ◦ .
However, owing to branching of the map γ over the smooth part of Xreg, it is not clear
from the outset whether the natural stratified C∞-structure on the quotient X˜ ◦/G will
coincide with the C∞-structure induced by the complex structure on X ◦. Rather then
showing descent of the metric directly, we will first discuss the flat structure on E◦ and
construct a metric from there.
Write ∇EX ◦ for the unique connection on EX ◦ such that
∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ = (ψ
◦)∗∇EX ◦ ,
which exists by Proposition 2.4. Consequence 5.10 implies that the flat bundle (EX ◦ ,∇EX ◦ )
is simple. We may hence apply the Jost-Zuo existence result for harmonic structures,
eorem 3.13, to (EX ◦ ,∇EX ◦ ) and find a tame and purely imaginary, harmonic bundle
structure E′X ◦ = (EX ◦ , ∂¯
′
EX ◦
, θ ′
EX ◦
,h′EX ◦
) on EX ◦ whose associated connection ∇E′
X ◦
equals
∇EX ◦ .
Implication (5.1.1) ⇒ (5.1.2), Step 6: Comparison. ere are now two tame and
purely imaginary, G-invariant harmonic bundle structures on EX˜ ◦ . First, the restriction
EX˜ |X˜ ◦ , which is obviously tame and purely imaginary. e associated connection ∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦
on EX˜ ◦ is semisimple by Remark 3.10. Second, by [Moc07b, Lem. 25.29] the pull-back of
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the harmonic structure (ψ ◦)∗E′X ◦ onEX ◦ is also tame and purely imaginary. e associated
connection on EX˜ ◦ is the pull-back of ∇EX ◦ , and hence likewise equal to ∇EX˜ |X˜ ◦ .
Using the observation that the two tame and purely imaginary bundles induce the
same semisimple connection, eorem 3.13 now immediately implies that the complex
structures and Higgs fields on X˜ ◦ are equal
(5.10.1)
(ψ ◦)∗∂¯EX ◦ = ∂¯EX˜ |X˜ ◦ = (ψ
◦)∗∂¯′EX ◦
(ψ ◦)∗θEX ◦ = θEX˜ |X˜ ◦ = (ψ
◦)∗θ ′
EX ◦
.
We emphasise that (5.10.1) is a statement about equalities of operators, rather than mere
isomorphisms of complex structures andHiggs bundles. In particular, (5.10.1) implies that
the holomorphic structure ∂¯EX ◦ corresponding to EX ◦ equals ∂¯
′
EX ◦
and furthermore that
θEX ◦ = θ
′
EX ◦
on X ◦. Consequently, (EXreg , θEXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg . e implication (5.1.1)
⇒ (5.1.2) of eorem 5.1 is thus established.
Implication (5.1.2) ⇒ (5.1.1). First, remark that in the semisimple case the implica-
tion (5.1.2)⇒ (5.1.1) is immediate consequence of Lemma 4.7, Proposition 3.17, [GKPT19,
m. 3.10], and standard calculus of Q-Chern classes; this is explained in detail in
[GKPT15, Sect. 3.8].
Second, assume in addition that (EXreg , θEXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg is induced by a harmonic
bundle E = (E, ∂¯Xreg, θEXreg ,h) whose associated flat bundle (E,∇E) is simple, but suppose
that (EXreg, θEXreg ) is not stable. Being polystable, it splits as a direct sum of stable bundles
(EXreg, θEXreg ) = (E
(1)
Xreg
, θ
(1)
EXreg
) ⊕ . . . ⊕ (E
(m)
Xreg
, θ
(m)
EXreg
) for somem ∈ N,
each of which satisfies the Chern character vanishings formulated in Item (5.1.1) above,
cf. [GKP16a, Step 2 in proof of m. 6.2]. Applying [GKPT19, m. 6.1] and the Lefschetz
hyperplane theorem, [GM88, m. in Sect. II.1.2], we find a smooth complete intersection
curve C ⊂ Xreg such that each (E
(j)
Xreg
, θ
(j)
EXreg
)|C is stable and such that the natural map
(5.10.2) (ιC )∗ : π1(C)։ π1(Xreg)
is surjective. Recall from Remark 3.4 that the Higgs bundle
(5.10.3) (EXreg, θEXreg )|C = (E
(1)
Xreg
, θ
(1)
EXreg
)|C ⊕ . . . ⊕ (E
(m)
Xreg
, θ
(m)
EXreg
)|C
admits a harmonic bundle structure induced from E by restriction. e associated flat
bundle corresponds to the representation obtained by composing the monodromy rep-
resentation of (E,∇E) with (5.10.2) and is therefore simple. However, via the Simpson
correspondence on C , [Sim92, Cor. 1.3], this yields a contradiction to the decomposition
(5.10.3) of (EXreg , θEXreg )|C . 
Part II. Applications
6. Nonabelian Hodge correspondences for smooth loci
e existence result for tame and purely imaginary harmonic bundles, eorem 5.1,
yields a nonabelian Hodge correspondence that relates semisimple local systems on the
smooth locus of a klt space to polystable Higgs bundles on that locus. As in Simpson’s
work, this correspondence extends to a correspondence for arbitrary local systems.
6.1. Nonabelian Hodge correspondence for polystable bundles. Before formulat-
ing the nonabelian Hodge correspondence for polystable bundles in eorem 6.3 below,
we need to specify the appropriate category of bundles. e following definition will be
used.
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Definition 6.1. Let X be a projective klt space X and EXreg be a locally free sheaf on Xreg,
whose extension to a reflexive sheaf on X is denoted by EX . If H ∈ Div(X ) is ample, we say
that EXreg has vanishing Q-Chern classes with respect to H if ĉh1(EX ) · [H ]
n−1
= 0 and
ĉh2(EX ) · [H ]
n−2
= 0.
As one immediate consequence of the existence result for harmonic structures, eo-
rem 5.1, we see that a Higgs bundle on the smooth locus of a projective klt space is poly-
stable and has vanishing Q-Chern classes aer cuing down with respect to one ample
class, iff the same holds for any other ample class. is gives rise to the following fact,
which we use to define the relevant category of bundles.
Fact and Definition 6.2 (Category pHiggsXreg ). Given a projective klt space X and a loc-
ally free Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) on Xreg, the following conditions are equivalent.
(6.2.1) ere exists an ample H ∈ Div(X ), such that (EXreg, θEXreg ) is polystable and has
vanishing Q-Chern classes with respect to H .
(6.2.2) For any ample H ∈ Div(X ), the Higgs bundle (EXreg , θEXreg ) is polystable and has
vanishing Q-Chern classes with respect to H .
With their natural morphisms, the Higgs bundle satisfying these conditions form a category,
which we denote by pHiggsXreg . 
e nonabelian Hodge correspondence for polystable bundles, which is a direct ana-
logue of [Sim92, Cor. 1.3], is now formulated as follows.
eorem 6.3 (Nonabelian Hodge correspondence for pHiggsXreg ). Let X be a projective
klt space. en, there exists an equivalence between the category pHiggsXreg and the category
sLSysXreg of semisimple local systems on Xreg.
For (EXreg , θEXreg ) ∈ pHiggsXreg that are restrictions of polystable Higgs bundles on X
with vanishing Chern classes, and for local systems EXreg ∈ sLSysXreg that are restrictions
of local systems on X , the correspondence is compatible with the global nonabelian Hodge
Correspondence for projective klt spaces found in [GKPT19, Sect. 3].
Sketch of proof. Starting with a semisimple local system EXreg onXreg, let (EXreg ,∇EXreg ) be
an associated flat bundle. Byeorem 3.13, this bundle admits a tame and purely imagin-
ary harmonic metric that is unique up to flat automorphisms; these preserve the induced
decomposition (3.1.1). e uniquely determined associated Higgs bundle (EXreg , θXreg) car-
ries a unique algebraic structure by Remark and Notation 3.9 and is moreover polystable
by Lemma 4.7. Its Q-Chern classes vanish by Proposition 3.17. Assigning (EXreg, θXreg)
to (EXreg ,∇EXreg ) defines a functor ηXreg from sLSysXreg to pHiggsXreg . Compatibility with
the global nonabelian Hodge Correspondence for projective klt spaces follows from the
construction in [GKPT19]; cf. especially [GKPT19, Prop. 3.10].
We claim that the functor ηXreg is an equivalence of categories; for that, we need to
check that it is full, faithful and essentially surjective. While essential surjectivity quickly
follows from eorem 5.1, we need to argue a bit more to establish the other two con-
ditions. To this end, let γ : Y → X be a maximally quasi-e´tale cover, as provided by
[GKP16b, m. 1.5] and as used in the first part of Section 3.2. Denote the Galois group
of γ by G . By the defining property of the maximally quasi-e´tale cover, the pullback
γ ∗(EXreg) extends to a G-equivariant local system EY on Y . e global nonabelian Hodge
Correspondence for projective klt spaces then assigns a G-equivariant, locally free, poly-
stable Higgs bundle (EY , θY ) = ηY (γ
∗(EXreg)) to γ
∗(EXreg), which is seen to coincide with
γ ∗(EXreg , θXreg) = γ
∗(ηXreg(EXreg)) wherever this makes sense, see Proposition 3.17 as well
as Remark and Notation 3.18 and also again [GKPT19, Prop. 3.10]. e fact that ηY is an
equivalence of categories now quickly implies that ηXreg is full and faithful as well. 
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Remark 6.4. It follows from the preceding proof and from Proposition 3.17 that on a max-
imally quasi-e´tale coverY , the nonabelian Hodge correspondence for pHiggsYreg coincides
with the nonabelian Hodge Correspondence for the projective klt spaceY when we apply
the natural restriction functors on both sides of the correspondence.
6.2. Nonabelian Hodge correspondence for semistable bundles. In direct analogy
to Simpson’s work, eorem 6.3 extends to give an equivalence between the category
of flat bundles and arbitrary local systems on Xreg. e (fairly standard) proof requires
a version of the nonabelian Hodge correspondence for a maximally quasi-e´tale cover,
[GKPT19, m. 3.4 and the discussion aer Prop. 3.11], eorem 6.3 above, and the form-
alities of differential graded categories (DGCs) established in [Sim92, Sect. 3]. e details
are le to the reader.
Fact and Definition 6.5 (CategoryHiggsXreg ). Given a projective klt spaceX and a locally
free Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) on Xreg, the following conditions are equivalent.
(6.5.1) ere exists an ample H ∈ Div(X ), such that (EXreg , θEXreg ) is semistable and has
vanishing Q-Chern classes with respect to H .
(6.5.2) For any ample H ∈ Div(X ), the Higgs bundle (EXreg, θEXreg ) is semistable and has
vanishing Q-Chern classes with respect to H .
With their natural morphisms, the Higgs bundle satisfying these conditions form a category,
which we denote by HiggsXreg . 
In analogy to [Sim92, Cor. 3.10], the nonabelian Hodge correspondence for semistable
bundles now reads as follows.
eorem 6.6 (Nonabelian Hodge correspondence for HiggsXreg ). Let X be a projective
klt space. en, there exists equivalence between the category HiggsXreg and the category
LSysxreg of local systems on Xreg.
For (EXreg , θEXreg ) ∈ HiggsXreg that are restrictions of bundles (EX , θEX ) ∈ HiggsX and
for local systems EXreg ∈ LSysXreg that are restrictions of local systems EX ∈ LSysX , the
correspondence is compatible with the global nonabelianHodgeCorrespondence for projective
klt spaces found in [GKPT19, Sect. 3]. 
A statement similar to Remark 6.4 continues to hold for the nonabelian Hodge corres-
pondence for semistable bundles on a maximally quasi-e´tale cover.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.5, uniformisation for minimal varieties
In this section, we prove eorem 1.5. e strategy of proof in principle follows
[GKPT15, Prop. 8.2 and 8.3]. e main new difficulty stems from the fact that a general
complete intersection surface in a klt surface need not be smooth, but might have finite
quotient singularities. Wemaintain notation and assumptions ofeorem 1.5 throughout.
Step 1: Reduction steps. Let π : X → Xcan be the birational crepant morphism to
the canonical model Xcan, which is also klt, and whose canonical divisor KXcan is ample,
cf. [KM98, m. 3.3].
Claim 7.1. We have the inequality ĉ2(TXcan) · [KXcan]
n−2 ≤ ĉ2(TX ) · [KX ]
n−2.
Proof. Let Scan ⊂ Xcan be a surface cut out by general members of the ample linear system
|m ·KXcan | form ≫ 0, and let S ⊂ X be its preimage in X . Notice that both Scan and S have
finite quotient klt singularities. To show Claim 7.1, it is then equivalent to show that
ĉ2(TXcan |Scan) = ĉ2(TXcan) · [Scan] ≤ ĉ2(TX ) · [S] = ĉ2(TX |S ).
Now the exact sequences of Q-vector bundles
0 → TScan → TXcan |Scan → NScan/Xcan → 0 and 0 → TS → TX |S → NS/X → 0
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give equalities of Q-Chern numbers,
ĉ2(TXcan |Scan) = ĉ2(TScan) + ĉ1(TScan) · c1(NScan/Xcan) + ĉ2(NScan/Xcan)
ĉ2(TX |S ) = ĉ2(TS ) + ĉ1(TS ) · c1(NS/X ) + ĉ2(NS/X ).
ere is more that we can say about the summands on the right hand side. First, recall
from [Meg99, m. 4.2] that ĉ2(TScan) ≤ ĉ2(TS ). Second, recalling that the morphism
S → Scan is crepant, that NScan/Xcan is locally free and that NS/X  (π |S )
∗NScan/Xcan , we
find equalities,
ĉ1(TScan) · c1(NScan/Xcan) = ĉ1(TS ) · c1(NS (X ) and ĉ2(NScan/Xcan) = ĉ2(NS/X ),
for Q-Chern numbers on Scan and S , respectively.  (Claim 7.1)
As a direct consequence of Claim 7.1 and of the fact that π is crepant, we see that
equality holds in theQ-Miyaoka-Yau inequality forXcan aswell. e varietyXcan therefore
reproduces the assumptions made in eorem 1.5, and we may assume for the remainder
of the present proof that the divisor KX is ample.
Likewise, if γ : Y → X is any quasi-e´tale cover, recall from [KM98, Prop. 5.20] that
Y is again klt. We have remarked in [GKPT15, Lem. 3.16] that equality holds in the Q-
Miyaoka-Yau inequality forY , too. ReplacingX by a suitable maximally quasi-e´tale cover,
[GKP16b, m. 1.5], we will therefore assume from now on that X is maximally quasi-
e´tale. Our aim is now to show that X is smooth. Once this is established, the main claim
will follow from classical uniformisation results of Yau for smooth projective varieties.
Step 2: End of proof. Consider the locally free sheaf EXreg := Ω
1
Xreg
⊕ OXreg on Xreg and
its natural Higgs field
θEXreg : Ω
1
Xreg
⊕ OXreg →
(
Ω
1
Xreg
⊕ OXreg
)
⊗ Ω1Xreg , (a,b) 7→ (0, 1) ⊗ a.
Recall from [GKPT15, Cor. 7.2] that the Higgs sheaf (EXreg , θEXreg ) is stable with respect
to the ample divisor KX . Lemma 4.7 then asserts that the endomorphism bundle with its
natural Higgs field
(FXreg , θFXreg ) := End(EXreg , θEXreg )
is polystable with respect to KX . Let FX be the unique extension of FXreg as a reflexive
sheaf on X . By construction, c1(FX ) = 0. As an immediate consequence of the assumed
Equality (1.5.1) and the calculus of Q-Chern classes, see [GKPT15, Lem. 3.18], we obtain
the vanishing ĉh2(FX ) · [KX ]
n−2
= ĉ2(FX ) · [KX ]
n−2
= 0. But then eorem 5.1 implies
that
(FXreg , θFXreg ) ∈ TPI-HiggsXreg .
Proposition 3.17 together with the assumption that X is maximally quasi-e´tale implies
that FX is locally free. Now, as TX is a direct summand of FX = End(Ω
[1]
X
⊕ OX ),
it follows that TX is locally free. e solution of the Lipman-Zariski conjecture for klt
spaces, [GKKP11, m. 6.1], therefore asserts that X is smooth. eorem 1.5 now follows
from the classical result of Yau, [Yau77, Rem. (iii) on p. 1799]. 
8. Positivity in the sheaf of reflexive differentials
Given a singular ball quotient X , we ask for positivity in the sheaf Ω
[1]
X
of reflexive
differentials. In other words, we would like to answer the following question.
estion 8.1 (Positivity for singular ball quotients). Given a morphism f : Y → X of
projective varieties where X has canonical or klt singularities and where Y is a smooth
ball quotient of general type, is Ω
[1]
X
positive in a suitable sense?
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e relevance of estion 8.1 is illustrated by Proposition 8.2 below, which relates
positivity to non-existence of rational curves. Moreover, it is motivated by the hyperbol-
icity statement [GKPT15, Cor. 1.4 and Sect. 9.3]. e answer to estion 8.1 turns out
to be surprisingly delicate. One the one hand, we show in Section 8.2 that sufficiently
high symmetric powers Sym[m] Ω
[1]
X are always ample in the sense of Definition 2.1. On
the other hand, Section 8.3 shows by way of example that even nefness of Ω
[1]
X
fails in
general. In this sense, we have no satisfactory answer toestion 8.1 at present.
8.1. Consequences of positivity. As pointed out above, positivity in the singular sheaf
Ω
[1]
X
directly relates to hyperbolicity properties of the underlying variety.
Proposition 8.2. Let X be a projective klt space.
(8.2.1) If Ω
[1]
X
is nef, then X does not contain rational curves.
(8.2.2) If Ω
[1]
X
is ample, then X does not contain any curve whose normalisation is of genus
one.
eproof of Proposition 8.2 uses the fact that there exists a functorial pull-back functor
for reflexive differential forms on klt spaces that agrees with the standard pull-back of
Ka¨hler differentials wherever that makes sense. We refer to [Keb13, Sect. 5] for a precise
reference, and to [GKT18, Sect. 3] for an overview.
Lemma 8.3 (Pull-back of reflexive differential is generically surjective). Let X be a quasi-
projective klt space and Y ⊆ X be a smooth subvariety, with inclusion ι : Y → X . en, the
pull-back map dι : ι∗Ω
[1]
X
→ Ω1
Y
is generically surjective.
Proof. e problem is local in the e´tale topology. More precisely, since we aim to prove
generic surjectivity, we are free to replace X by any Zariski-open subset that intersects Y .
Recalling that pull-back of reflexive differentials is functorial, [Keb13, Sect. 5.1] or [KS18,
Sect. 14], we may also replace X and Y by finite e´tale covers. We will now project to
Y . To be precise, passing to an e´tale cover if necessary, [GKKP11, Prop. 2.26] allows us
to assume without loss of generality that there exists a morphism Φ : X → Y whose
restriction to Y is isomorphic. Surjectivity of dι then comes out of the following diagram,
Ω
1
Y dι
//
d (Φ◦ι)
++ ++
ι∗Ω
[1]
X ι∗dΦ
// Ω1Y ,
whose commutativity is again due to the functoriality of reflexive pull-back. 
Proof of Proposition 8.2. We prove (8.2.2) only. Assume that Ω
[1]
X
is ample and let C ⊂ X
be any irreducible curve with inclusion ι : C → X and normalisation η : C˜ → C . Write
f := ι ◦ η and notice that Lemma 8.3 implies that the pull-back map d f : f [∗]Ω
[1]
X
→ Ω1
C˜
is generically surjective. Using that C˜ is smooth, observe that
f [∗]Ω
[1]
X
 f
∗
Ω
[1]
X
/
tor,
as both sheaves are locally free by [OSS80, Cor. on p. 148]. Consequently, f [∗]Ω
[1]
X
is a
quotient of the ample sheaf f ∗Ω
[1]
X
and therefore itself ample. We conclude that degΩ1
C˜
>
0, and hence д(C˜) > 1, as claimed. 
8.2. Positivity of symmetric differentials. As pointed out in the introduction, we
show that the sheaves of reflexive symmetric differentials of sufficiently high degree are
always ample on singular ball quotients.
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Proposition 8.4 (Positivity of symmetric differentials for singular ball quotients). Let
f : Y → X be a quasi-e´tale cover, where X is projective with klt singularities. If Y is smooth
and if Ω1Y is ample
6, then the following will hold.
(8.4.1) e sheaf f [∗]Ω
[1]
X
is ample.
(8.4.2) e sheaf Sym[m] Ω
[1]
X
is ample form ≫ 0 sufficiently divisible.
Proof. To prove (8.4.1), recall from [Keb13,m. 1.3] or [KS18, m. 14.1] that there exists
a pull-back morphism for reflexive differential forms, d f : f [∗]Ω
[1]
X
→ Ω1Y , which is an
isomorphism on the big open set where f is e´tale. Since both sheaves are reflexive, d f is
actually an isomorphism, and the first assertion follows.
To prove (8.4.2), recall from [Anc82, m. 3.1] that the sheaf f∗ Sym
m
Ω
1
Y is ample for
all sufficiently large and divisible natural numbers m. Over the smooth part of X , the
projection formula gives
f∗ Sym
m
Ω
1
Y  f∗ f
∗ Symm Ω1X  Sym
m
Ω
1
X ⊕
(
Symm Ω1X ⊗
f∗OY
/
OX
)
.
Since f∗ Sym
m
Ω
1
Y is reflexive, this implies
f∗ Sym
m
Ω
1
Y  Sym
[m]
Ω
[1]
X
⊕
(
Symm Ω1X ⊗
f∗OY
/
OX
)∗∗
.
It follows that Sym[m] Ω
[1]
X
is ample as a direct summand of an ample sheaf. 
8.3. Failure of positivity in general. In spite of the positivity result established in Pro-
position 8.4, estion 8.1 has a negative answer in general. First examples already exist
in dimension two.
Example 8.5 (A klt ball quotient whose reflexive cotangent sheaf is not ample). e ex-
ample given in [GKPT15, Sect. 9.4] shows that there exists a klt ball quotient surface S
that is covered by curves whose normalisations are elliptic. As a consequence of Propos-
ition 8.2 above, Ω
[1]
S
is not ample.
Example 8.6 (A canonical ball quotient whose reflexive cotangent sheaf is not nef). Recall
from [CS10] that there exists a fake projective plane Y that admits an automorphism σ of
order three. Recall from [Mum79, p. 233] that Y is a smooth ball quotient. e quotient
surfaceX := Y/〈σ 〉 has been studied by Keum. He proves in [Keu08, Prop. 3.1] that X has
exactly three singular points, which are canonical of type A2, and that KX is Cartier with
[KX ]
2
= 3. With this description of X at hand, the following Proposition 8.7 shows that
Ω
[1]
X
cannot possibly be nef.
Proposition 8.7. Let X be a projective surface with non-trivial canonical singularities
where Ω
[1]
X
is nef. If [KX ]
2
= 3, then X has exactly one singular point.
Proof. Recall from [KM98, m. 4.20] or [Rei87, p. 347] that X has Du Val surface sin-
gularities. Among other things, this implies that KX is Cartier, and that the minimal
desingularisation π : X˜ → X is crepant, KX˜ = π
∗KX . Denote the singular points of X by
x1, . . . , xk . e exceptional set E ⊂ X˜ therefore consists of a number (−2)-curves arranged
in k connected components,
E = (E1,1 ∪ · · · ∪ E1,n1) ⊔ · · · ⊔ (Ek,1 ∪ · · · ∪ E1,nk ).
We aim to analyse Ω
[1]
X
via its reflexive pull-back E := π [∗]Ω
[1]
X
, which is a locally free
sheaf on X˜ , cf. [OSS80, Chap. II, Lem. 1.1.10].
Claim 8.8. e sheaf E is nef. In particular, c1(E )
2 ≥ 0.
6For instance, this is the case when Y is a smooth ball quotient.
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Proof of Claim 8.8. Consider the natural map from A := π ∗Ω
[1]
X into its reflexive hull E ,
which factors as follows
A // // A /tor 
 // E
Nefness of E can now be concluded using Fact 2.2: as a pull-back of the nef sheaf Ω
[1]
X
,
we see that A nef and then so is its quotient B := A /tor. Since X˜ is a surface, the
torsion free sheaf B is locally free outside of a finite set by [OSS80, Cor. on p. 148], and
therefore agrees with E away from that set. If C is any smooth curve and γ : C → X
any non-constant morphism, the natural map γ ∗B → γ ∗E is thus generically injective.
Using that C is a curve, decompose
γ ∗B = (γ ∗B)/tor︸      ︷︷      ︸
locally free, nef
⊕ tor(γ ∗B).
e injection (γ ∗B)/tor ֒→ γ ∗E then shows nefness.  (Claim 8.8)
e existence of (−2)-curves in X˜ shows that Ω1
X˜
is not nef. Claim 8.8 thus shows that
the canonical pull-back morphism for reflexive differentials, dπ : E → Ω1
X˜
, which exists
by [GKKP11, m. 4.3] or [KS18, m. 1.9], is not isomorphic at the generic point of any
such curve. Somewhat more quantitatively, we find strictly positive λi, j ∈ N such that
detE  ωX˜ (−
∑
i, j λi, j · Ei, j ) = ωX˜ (−
∑
i Fi ), for Fi :=
∑
j λi, j · Ei, j .
Observe that [Fi ] · [Fj ] = 0 for i , j and that [Fi ]
2 < 0 for all i . Beer still, since
[Fi ] · [KX˜ ] = 0, Riemann-Roch on X˜ asserts that the numbers [Fi ]
2 are all even. But then
c1(E )
2
=
[
π ∗KX −
∑k
i=1 Fi
]2
= [KX ]
2︸︷︷︸
=3
+
∑k
i=1 [Fi ]
2︸︷︷︸
≤−2, even
Claim 8.8
≥ 0.
We obtain that k = 1, as claimed. 
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